
 
-LAZ Friend Registration- 

Dear Friend, 
 
Thank you for your interest in the Leicester Art Zone (LAZ). We run a range of different classes during the 

week. You can find out more information about these on our leaflet. Our classes on Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday are currently for members only and offer more specific tuition on various disciplines. Class Fee is £5 from 
10am till 1pm. (But, at the moment we are having projects runs from 1pm till 4pm on Monday and Thursday only. 
These projects allows nonmembers local people to participate with £2.50, because project cost paid by the Awards 
For All and Comic Relief funds. Once project finish the fee will go back to £5 per session) 
 
On Thursdays we offer an open class where Members and none members (LAZ Friends) can come from 10 am – 4 
pm to create in their preferred discipline or learn a new one amongst fellow artists. This session provides canvas, 
as well as access to a range of acrylic paint, easels and brushes for a class fee of £2.50. You’re also welcome to eat 
and have tea or coffee from our selection of snacks. If you would like to join us on Thursday as a member or as a 
LAZ Friend we will be happy to see you. 
 
Registration: 
Everyone who participates in one of our classes will be asked to complete a registration form and provide a photo 
ID. This is because as a service provider we need to ensure that we have emergency contact details in the case of 
an emergency. We will also provide services to children and vulnerable people and we want to ensure they and 
you are protected. There are two types of registration available: 
 
LAZ Member- This will entitle you to paint and receive tuition on any of the days we run. It will also give you 
priority on events hosted by LAZ such as seating on the minibus. It costs £18 per year to become a full member of 
LAZ and have access to every class and trip. You will also be able to attend our monthly members meeting and help 
shape the direction LAZ will go.  
 
LAZ Friend- If you don’t wish to become a full member of LAZ or would like to try us out first on a Thursday. Then 
you can participate as a LAZ Friend. 

*LAZ is a none profit organisation and we try to provide our services with as little cost as 
possible. To ensure that we continue to provide a great service as part of registration we will 
ask for a small admin charge. If you choose to become a member with us the admin charge is 
included in the annual fee to ensure our records are kept efficiently. If you choose to 
participate in the Thursday class as a LAZ Friend then we will ask for a small admin charge to 
be paid on the first day you participate. 

Your Options: 
-1 Month- -6 Months- -12 Months- 

Admin charge:  £1  £4.50   £9 
First Class fee:  £2.50  £2.50  £0 

 *To be paid on first session. 

        
In order to participate in a session on Thursday you would need to either be a LAZ Member or LAZ Friend and 
complete a registration form and provide the charge. After your first session if you decide to continue then each 
week you come you will just pay the class fee of £2.50 to have access to the materials and space provided. If you 
decide to become a member of LAZ during the year then any admin charge you have paid will be absorbed into the 
annual charge for that year as a LAZ Member. 

Prices are subject to change. 
 

Regards Artist Ali.  


